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Analysis is the process of determining the reason for events.

Its product is conceptual reality.

The process is philosophy.

Stephen Hawking (himself no philosopher) stated: “Philosophers can no longer understand

science.”  The converse of his statement also appears to be evident: Scientists can no longer

understand philosophy.  Although both of these statements are generally true, I’m sure that some

exceptions do occur.  The following is an attempt to repair the apparent breach between science

and philosophy.

Newton claimed to have based his laws on the logical process of induction.  Contemporary

physicists express their hypotheses mathematically.  Mathematically, induction is really

‘extrapolation’.  In Newton’s day physical awareness was limited to the directly discernable

macrocosm.  However, his physical laws should still apply to the microcosm via the inductive

process.

Newton concluded that energy equaled mass times acceleration.

Energy is action as established by motion.

Acceleration is the rate of change of motion.

Mass is the resistance to motion.

Therefore, his conclusion is that action equals reaction.

Einstein defined energy as mass times velocity squared.

Velocity squared also expresses the rate of change of motion.

Therefore, Einstein’s equation is essentially a restatement (generalization) of Newton’s 

equation.

 The difference between the Newton and the Einstein formulations is the realm of their

application.  Macroscopic mass is made up of microcosmic particles and is the summation of the

particular mass.  When Einstein’s Equation is applied to the microcosm, mass must be treated as

a summation of the multiple mass constituents involved.

Planck’s Law defined energy as a frequency times a calculated constant which eliminated

the “Violet Catastrophe”.

Frequency is only the number of (h)’s

Radiation is delivered by photons which behave like particles.

Applying induction, h must be the energy of a photon.

De Broglie brilliantly that energy was energy.

He won a Nobel Prize by equating Planck’s energy to Einstein’s energy.

His equation was ballyhooed as a means for establishing particular wavelength.



However, the limitation of Einstein’s energy equation to multiple mass constituents was not

recognized.

The number of particles equals Planck’s frequency.

Hense, Einstein’s ‘mass’ is the summation of photon mass.

Recognition of this distinction reveals the reality of Quantum Mechanics and explains its

effectiveness.  I feel that the mystery of quantum reality has been hidden by the application of

Planck’s energy equation to the dynamic attribute for energy and the improper dimensions

assigned to h.

Multiplying and dividing by frequency defines the summation of photon mass which

constitutes a Quantum.

The recognition of quantum reality does not alter the effectiveness of received Quantum

Mechanics.  However, it does provide the insight as to the nature of radiation mechanics.

The constant local velocity of electromagnetic wave transmission is explained by

extrapolating the mechanics of sonic wave transmission

Since h is the energy of a photon and energy and energy is mass times acceleration, a

photon has mass.

Wave transmission velocity is constant because it transpires in a medium which exerts a

resistance equal to the pressure of the wave so that the media particles receive the wave energy

and are transformed into the subsequent wave cycle.

The wave frequency is determined by the number of particles received per unit time, a la

Planck.

The wave energy is determined by particle velocity instead of transmission velocity.

There is no other explanation which can explain the transmission of different frequencies

at the same velocity.  The simultaneous transmission of musical and visual images confirm the

validity of the extrapolated  mechanics.

It is hard to understand how the science establishment can ignore the straight forward

preceding logic.  It is consistent with all the data along with accepted and proven mechanics.

The spinoffs solve a myriad of mysteries and avoid temporizing hypotheses.  I hope that this is

not a cry in the wilderness.

If there is another logical causal  approach, I’d like to see it….  Please, tell me where I’m

going wrong.


